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I. INTRODUCTION
Last year, the Eleventh Circuit decided the issue of whether the functionality defense
was available in an infringement action based on an incontestable trademark registration
for plug- in blade fuses for cars.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n1);.FTNT n1 The
trademark infringement case of Wilhelm Pudenz v. Littlefuse, Inc. centered on the
validity of Littlefuse's incontestable trademark registrations on certain trade dress
features, which contained utilitarian or functional
characteristics.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n2);.FTNT n2 However, the functionality
defense, asserted by Wilhelm Pudenz, had never been expressly written into any
provision of the Trademark Act of 1946 (the "Lanham
Act").40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n3);.FTNT n3
While the Pudenz litigation was pending, Congress unanimously passed the
Trademark Law Treaty Implementation Act ("TLT
Act"),40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n4);.FTNT n4 which expressly enumerated
functionality as a defense against the infringement of incontestable trademark
registrations.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n5);.FTNT n5 The Pudenz court therefore
faced the difficult question of whether functionality could invalidate an incontestable
registration prior to the passage of the TLT Act. Although there was precedent that

cumulatively argued against such broad statutory
construction,40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n6);.FTNT n6 the court wisely reached
outside of the Lanham Act to find a defense within Article I, section 8, clause 8 of the
United States Constitution.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n7);.FTNT n7 Thus, by
applying the principles of the Constitution's patent clause, the Pudenz court craftily
determined that functionality could provide a defense to incontestable trademark
registrations, just as the TLT Act provided this same defense statutorily.
Legislatively, this article tracks and analyzes the TLT Act's technical corrections to
the Lanham Act, focusing specifically on the enumeration of the functionality defense to
trademark incontestability. Judicially, this work retrospectively evaluates the
functionality cases leading up to and culminating in Pudenz. The final section reviews the
current state of the functionality defense to the infringement of incontestable marks in
civil cases commenced both before,40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n8);.FTNT n8 and
after, the October 30, 1998 enactment of the TLT
Act.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n9);.FTNT n9
With the enumeration of yet another defense to incontestability now in place, just
how far does the scope of an incontestable mark extend today? Can an incontestable
registration ever substantively be incontestable, as the label suggests? Following the
legislative analysis, the aut hor addresses these issues and proposes that the next technical
revision should replace the misleading incontestable label with the more appropriate
evidentiary term, conclusive. Such an amendment would provide the intellectual property
community, as well as the general public, with a simple and concise nomenclature,
denoting the two-class evidentiary status for the validity of trademarks listed on the
principal register as either: 1) prima facie; or 2) conclusive.
II. FUNCTIONALITY DOCTRINE ENUMERATED AMONG TRADITIONAL
DEFENSES TO REGISTRATION INCONTESTABILITY
A. The Trademark Law Treaty Implementation Act
The revisions of the Trademark Law Treaty Implementation Act to the Lanham Act
were integrated primarily to bring greater conformity between U.S. Trademark Law and
analogous law throughout the world.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n10);.FTNT n10
The International Trademark Association ("INTA") indicated strong support for the
United States. adoption of legislation to implement the Trademark Law
Treaty.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n11);.FTNT n11 As one of the major supporters
of the bill, INTA proclaimed the Trademark Law Treaty and Madrid Protocol as "critical
to the success of U.S. companies as they operate in the rapidly expanding and ever
increasingly competitive global marketplace."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n12);.FTNT
n12 In the House of Representatives, INTA lobbied for the objectives of the Trademark
Law Treaty before the Subcommittee on Courts and Intellectual Property, stating:
The myriad of requirements and formalities of more than 200 trademark jurisdictions
around the world impose horrendous costs in time and money for trademark owners, not
to mention the reams of paperwork they generate . . . . The TLT's objective is to
streamline and harmonize trademark office procedures, thus enabling U.S. trademark

owners and practitioners to focus on the protection and defense of marks . . . .
Implementation of the TLT will require relatively minor, noncontroversial amendments
to the Lanham Act.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n13);.FTNT n13
Noting that the TLT Act included twelve specific revisions to the Lanham Act,
characterized as technical corrections,40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n14);.FTNT n14
the INTA further testified to the House Subcommittee:
We note, Mr. Chairman, that the TLT implementing legislation includes provisions
that are not required by the treaty itself, but are in the nature of technical or housekeeping
changes to the Lanham Act. With that in mind, we urge the Subcommittee also to include
an additional amendment to the Lanham Act that would make clear that incontestable
registrations are subject to cancellation on grounds of functionality and that functionality
may be asserted as a defense to an infringement suit involving an incont estable
registration. We believe these proposed amendments are necessary in view of recent
court decisions.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n15);.FTNT n15
As the legislation neared enactment in the fall of 1998, the substance of and support
for The Technical Corrections Bill was presented before the Senate:
The most important of these amendments addresses the status of "functional" shapes
as trademarks. Functional shapes are those whose features are dictated by utilitarian
considerations. Under current law, the registration as a trademark of a functional shape
becomes "incontestable" after five years even though it should never have been registered
in the first place. S. 2192 would correct this anomaly by adding functionality as a ground
of cancellation of a mark at any time. The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, the
International Trademark Association, and the American Intellectual Property Law
Association all support the trademark technical corrections bill. To date, I have not heard
any opposition to this amendment.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n16);.FTNT n16
This article focuses solely on these technical revisions, and particularly on the
technical revisions to $ S $ S 14 and 33 of the Lanham
Act,40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n17);.FTNT n17 which allow functionality to serve
as both a defense to infringement and as a basis for cancellation of incontestable
registrations.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n18);.FTNT n18
In 1993, the Fourth Circuit, in Shakespeare Co. v. Silstar Corp. of
America,40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n19);.FTNT n19 narrowly construed the
incontestability provisions as immune from cancellation for functional
reasons.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n20);.FTNT n20 Thereafter, the trademark
community was put on notice that the Lanham Act needed to expressly include a
provision for cancellation due to functionality to prevent monopolies on functional
incontestable marks.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n21);.FTNT n21 However, it has
taken over fifty years since the enactment of the Lanham Act for Congress to finally

codify the functionality doctrine as "an explicit ground for ex parte rejection, a ground for
cancellation of registration and a statutory defense to an incontestably registered
mark."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n22);.FTNT n22 A passage by Professor
McCarthy clarifies the reasoning behind the functionality revision:
There are two rationales underlying the functionality bar: (1) accommodation to the
important principle of free competition that there is only one legal source of exclusive
rights in utilitarian features -- utility patent law; and (2) preserving free and effective
competition by ensuring that competitors can copy features that they need to "compete
effectively.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n23);.FTNT n23
The technical changes promulgated by the TLT Act were necessary to prevent future
literal interpretations of the incontestability provisions, as construed by the Shakespeare
court.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n24);.FTNT n24 A recent Supreme Court case,
Qualitex Co. v. Jacobson Products Co.,40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n25);.FTNT n25
intimated the same concern stating: "the functionality doctrine prevents trademark law . .
. from instead inhibiting legitimate competition by allowing a producer to control a useful
product feature."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n26);.FTNT n26
Following over a year of uncontested movement through both the House and Senate,
the TLT Act finally implemented the technical corrections needed to clarify this crucial
balance between patent and trademark law.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n27);.FTNT
n27 Among the most notable corrections included in the TLT Act were four specific
revisions expressly enumerating functionality as a tool for rejecting trademark rights in
primarily functional features.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n28);.FTNT n28 Two of
these four revisions directly affect incontestable
marks:40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n29);.FTNT n29 1) section 201(a)(4) pertains to
the cancellation of incontestable registrations due to
functionality;40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n30);.FTNT n30 and 2) section 201(a)(9)
provides functionality as a defense to infringement of incontestable
registrations.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n31);.FTNT n31
B. Revising the Extent of Trademark Registration Incontestability Rights Under the
Lanham Act
It is important to begin with an overview of the provisions of the trademark law
which are relevant to the analysis of functional incontestable trademark registrations
pursuant to the TLT Act and Pudenz. The law of trademarks has existed large ly to
promote the goodwill associated with goods in society's competitive
markets.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n32);.FTNT n32 Thus, for a mark to be
registered on the principal register, it must actually be used to distinguish the origin of
one good from another.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n33);.FTNT n33
However, occasionally a distinguishing or identifying feature constitutes an aspect of
the product's trade dress,40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n34);.FTNT n34 as was the case
with the goods at issue in Pudenz.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n35);.FTNT n35
Features of trade dress may be protected under the trademark laws if they serve to

identify and distinguish the owner's goods in commerce, unless such protection is
contrary to $ S 2 of the Lanham Act.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n36);.FTNT n36
Furthermore, a "device . . . that does not primarily serve to distinguish and identify the
goods, is ineligible for registration."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n37);.FTNT n37 A
trademark, even one cloaked inside a product trade dress, must meet these registration
qualifications and pass the period for opposition while printed in the Official
Gazette.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n38);.FTNT n38 Once satisfied, the mark may
be registered on the principal register with a prima facie presumption of
validity.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n39);.FTNT n39
Following five years on the principal register, an elevated level of trademark
protection may be attained by submitting an affidavit with the Patent and Trademark
Office.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n40);.FTNT n40 Upon acceptance, (this remains
unchanged after the TLT Act technical amendments,) $ S 15 of the Lanham Act grants
these marks a heightened status, referred to as
incontestability.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n41);.FTNT n41 Thereafter, "these
incontestability provisions allow a 'registrant to quiet title in the ownership of his mark. .
. . thus encouraging producers to cultivate the goodwill associated with a particular
mark.'"40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n42);.FTNT n42 However, as the Shakespeare
dissent noted:
This property metaphor is a common one, with incontestability often being compared
to adverse possession -both establish title through lack of opposition. The failure to
contest ownership waives an attack on title to real property; it does not, however, create
property in that which is not subject to ownership. By the same token, the fact that title in
a trademark is quieted does not imply that the value of that title has somehow increased.
If title to a trademark was useless at the outset, as is title to a trademark in a functional
feature, it remains so even if conclusively
established.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n43);.FTNT n43
Historically, under $ S 33 of the Lanham
Act,40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n44);.FTNT n44 there had been numerous express
defenses to trademarks that had gained incontestable status under $ S
15.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n45);.FTNT n45 However, under the Lanham Act,
functionality was not considered a valid defense, either expressly or
impliedly.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n46);.FTNT n46 In fact, even the broadest
reading of the Lanham Act and the relevant incontestability provisions failed to impute
grounds to invalidate an incontestable mark with wholly functional
features.40_IDEA_473)_and_footno tes(n47);.FTNT n47 Following the enactment of the
TLT Act, however, a trademark may not be registered on the principle register when it
"comprises any matter that, as a whole, is
functional."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n48);.FTNT n48
The owner of an incontestable registration challenged on functional grounds prior to
the TLT Act enactment could argue, as in Shakespeare, that functionality is not a ground
for cancellation, or even a defense to infringement for that

matter.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n49);.FTNT n49 This would allow an
incontestable mark to remain on the principal register even with functional features.
However, because the Pudenz case was commenced prior to the passage of the TLT Act,
there is strong precedence for denying rights to functio nal incontestable marks, registered
prior to the TLT Act, even without the express denial of such rights in the Lanham Act.
C. Balancing Patent and Trademark Law: The Functionality Doctrine
Traditionally, protecting functional or utilitarian features has been exclusively the
domain of patent law.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n50);.FTNT n50 The functionality
doctrine helps define the contours of the junction between the patent and trademark laws.
This doctrine is a judicially created rule that predates the Lanham
Act.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n51);.FTNT n51 "Under this rule, no trademark
rights may be claimed in a product's functional shapes or
features."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n52);.FTNT n52 Specifically, the functionality
doctrine governs trademark law by allowing protection for a "shape, configuration,
design, or color" only if it is non- functional.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n53);.FTNT
n53 Thus, a primarily or wholly functional device is not to be registered as a
trademark.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n54);.FTNT n54 The grant of such a
registration would not only register a trademark, but also exclude others indefinitely from
selling goods bearing the same functional feature. Thus, trademark registration would be
converted into something approximating perpetual patent
protection.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n55);.FTNT n55
Functionality exists if a design or color is so superior to available alternatives that
competition would be hindered by giving the first user exclusive
rights.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n56);.FTNT n56 Therefore, primarily functional
features are only to be protected through patent law, since upon expiration of a patent, the
utilitarian features enter the public domain.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n57);.FTNT
n57
A holding that product configurations are protectable both by patent and by
trademark law would have a significant effect on manufacturers and consumers. If
manufacturers receive trademark protection for a patented product configuration, they
receive an exclusive right to that configuration forever, in contrast to the twenty years of
protection that patent law provides. This would defeat the patent law goals of fostering
competition and encouraging invention.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n58);.FTNT n58
Patent law is based on the premise that novel functional features of a product are to
be protected through a limited duration patent, and not through a perpetually renewable
trademark.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n59);.FTNT n59 Essentially, where the
"feature gives the product more utility, or contributes to economy of manufacture, the
features are 'functional' and are not capable of legal trademark
protection."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n60);.FTNT n60 Furthermore, no exclusive
rights to functional features may be granted through trademark law protection, following
the expiration of a patent.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n61);.FTNT n61 After all, the

public owns all rights to these utilitarian attributes after the expiration of the patent
term.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n62);.FTNT n62 This policy elimi- nates the
possibility of identifying and distinguishing goods based on wholly functional
features.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n63);.FTNT n63 Such a practice would create a
potential monopoly in the utility of goods.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n64);.FTNT
n64 Even from a broader economic standpoint,
some products -- because of popularity, novelty, extensive advertising, or other
causes -- acquire secondary meaning not only for an identifying feature, but also for a
useful or "functional" feature. If trademark law protected these features, the original
producer would be able to establish a monopoly in useful goods. The "functionality"
doctrine protects consumers from such monopolies by allowing competitors to copy
functional features of a product, even if the features have secondary
meaning.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n65);.FTNT n65
Prior to the October 1998 changes to the Lanham Act, there were eight traditional
defenses to an incontestable trademark.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n66);.FTNT n66
Essentially, $ S 33 of the Lanham Act40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n67);.FTNT n67
subjected incontestable registrations to the following defenses or defects: 1) Fraud in
obtaining the registration or the status of incontestability; 2) Abandonment; 3) Use of the
mark to misrepresent the source; 4) "Fair use" of the mark; 5) Limited territory defense of
an intermediate junior user; 6) Prior registration of defendant; 7) Use of the mark to
violate antitrust law; or 8) Equitable defenses such as laches, estoppel and
acquiescence.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n68);.FTNT n68
However, with the TLT Act changes to $ S 33 of the Lanham Act, an age-old
defense to monopolies on utilitarian features has found express statutory language as the
ninth exception to incontestability.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n69);.FTNT n69 The
TLT Act echoed the separation between patent and trademark law by further denying
rights in functional trademarks. Through remedial action long overdue, the TLT Act
enumerated the judicial doctrine of functionality into statutory law so that trademark law
could not unwittingly undermine the limitations of patent law. Pudenz persuasively drove
this policy home, crafting that
the job of working out this balance is given to patent law, and not trademark law.
Consequently, when the operation of the Lanham Act would upset this balance struck by
the Patent Act, the Lanham Act must yield. The functionality doctrine serves this purpose
by eliminating the possibility of perpetual exclusive right to the utilitarian features of a
product under trademark law, which would be impossible (as well as unconstitutional)
under the Patent Act.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n70);.FTNT n70
III. REVIEW OF WILHELM PUDENZ V. LITTLEFUSE, INC.
A. Functionality vs. Incontestability: Forewarning Pudenz

This section begins with an overview of the relevant case law foreshadowing the
Eleventh Circuit's recent Pudenz decision.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n71);.FTNT
n71 Arguably, the cases leading up to Pudenz called for a more narrow interpretation of
the Lanham Act than that employed by the Pudenz court. In Park 'N Fly, Inc. v. Dollar
Park & Fly, Inc.,40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n72);.FTNT n72 the Supreme Court
narrowly defined the available challenges to incontestable trademark registrations to
those provided in the actual text of the Lanham
Act.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n73);.FTNT n73 In doing so, the Court held that
"Congress expressly provided in sections 33(b) and 15 [of the Lanham
Act40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n74);.FTNT n74] that an incontestable mark could be
challenged on specified grounds, and the grounds identified by Congress do not include
mere descriptiveness."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n75);.FTNT n75
After the Supreme Court's decision in Park 'N Fly, the Fourth Circuit faced a similar
challenge in Shakespeare Co. v. Silstar Corp. of America,
Inc.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n76);.FTNT n76 The Shakespeare court confronted
the issue of whether an incontestable trademark registration could be cancelled on the
ground that the mark is functional.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n77);.FTNT n77 The
issue in Shakespeare concerned cancellation, not defense, of a mark based on
functionality.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n78);.FTNT n78 The Fourth Circuit
construed Park 'N Fly as holding that an incontestable registration was not subject to
cancellation, since functionality, like mere descriptiveness, was not an authorized ground
for cancellation of an incontestable mark under $ S 33 of the Lanham
Act.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n79);.FTNT n79 Therefore, the Shakespeare court
awarded incontestable trademark rights in features having primarily functional
attributes.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n80);.FTNT n80
The majority in Shakespeare rejected the better interpretive judgment of its
dissenting member.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n81);.FTNT n81 The Fourth Circuit
refused to accept the notion that the Patent Clause trumped the incontestability statute,
because the incontestability statute lacked an express cancellation ground based on
functionality.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n82);.FTNT n82 The Shakespeare court
blindly followed the Supreme Court's statutory construction from Park 'N
Fly,40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n83);.FTNT n83 in spite of the fact that Park 'N Fly
involved an issue relevant only to trademark law, i.e.,
descriptiveness,40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n84);.FTNT n84 while Shakespeare
involved an issue that crossed into the realm of the Patent Clause, i.e.,
functionality.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n85);.FTNT n85
As much as the Fourth Circuit desired to analogize the issues of descriptiveness and
functionality, functionality must lend itself to more stringent limitations under patent
law.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n86);.FTNT n86 Otherwise, rights which never
existed in functional features could be granted through a strict construction of the
Lanham Act. In a wellwritten analysis of the Shakespeare decision, Theodore H. Davis,
Jr. summarized that "the Fourth Circuit's opinion in Shakespeare represents not only an
incorrect statement of trademark law, but one that promises to have significant
deleterious effects on the balance between competition and
monopoly."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n87);.FTNT n87

After Shakespeare, at least one other district court followed suit by literally
construing the Lanham Act on the functionality
issue,40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n88);.FTNT n88 despite the common sense notion
that these decisions were in direct conflict with the Patent
Clause.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n89);.FTNT n89 In Kransco, the court
misinterpreted what was "settled" in Shakespeare, and extended the notion that a
functional incontestable mark was not only immune from cancellation, but also from
challenge.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n90);.FTNT n90
Until recent ly, courts have not been forced to address the related, but separate issue
of whether functionality may be alleged as a defense to the conclusive evidentiary
presumption attaching to a registration that has become incontestable within the meaning
of $ S $ S 15 and 33 of the Lanham Act.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n91);.FTNT n91
Northwestern Corp. v. Gabriel Manufacturing
Co.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n92);.FTNT n92 addressed the issue of whether
functionality was grounds for the cancellation of an otherwise incontestable
mark.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n93);.FTNT n93 Northwestern "resurrected
functionality as an extrastatutory defense" after first dismissing it, as Shakespeare did, as
an "extrastatutory ground for cancellation."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n94);.FTNT
n94 Unlike Kransco, the Northwestern court wisely noted that Shakespeare "did not hold
that functionality may not be asserted as an affirmative defense to a suit for trademark
infringement."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n95);.FTNT n95
Three years after the Fourth Circuit decision in Shakespeare, the Supreme Court
addressed the related issue of color as a functional
feature.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n96);.FTNT n96 The Court's application of the
functionality doctrine to trademark law presented va luable language for future courts
deciding such issues. The Court stated:
The functionality doctrine prevents trademark law, which seeks to promote
competition by protecting a firm's reputation, from instead inhibiting legitimate
competition by allowing a producer to control a useful product feature. It is the province
of patent law, not trademark law, to encourage invention by granting inventors a
monopoly over new product designs or functions for a limited time . . . after which
competitors are free to use the innovation. If a product's functional features could be used
as trademarks, however, a monopoly over such features could be obtained without regard
to whether they qualify as patents and could be extended forever (because trademarks
may be renewed in perpetuity).40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n97);.FTNT n97
B. Pudenz: Remedying Shakespeare Under the Shadow of the TLT Act
In Pudenz, both litigants were companies that manufactured and marketed plug- in
blade fuses for automobiles.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n98);.FTNT n98 As part of
Littlefuse's domestic product line, the company produces and markets an automotive fuse
called the "ATO blade fuse," which was protected under two trademark

registrations.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n99);.FTNT n99 Both registrations had
achieved incontestable status.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n100);.FTNT n100
When Pudenz entered the United States market with its own version of the blade
fuse, Littlefuse responded with a cease and desist
demand.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n101);.FTNT n101 Thereafter, Pudenz initiated
a lawsuit, seeking declaratory judgment that it had not infringed Littlefuse's trademark
rights.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n102);.FTNT n102 The sole issue before the
Eleventh Circuit in Pudenz was whether the incontestable trademark features of
Littlefuse's blade fuse trade dress were subject to the functionality
defense.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n103);.FTNT n103
Fortunately, shortly after Shakespeare, the TLT Act and Pudenz came along, limiting
the holding in Shakespeare. However, the effective enactment date of the TLT Act was
October 30, 1998, which prevented the TLT Act's explicit references to the functionality
doctrine from being directly applied in
Pudenz.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n104);.FTNT n104 Thus, the Pudenz court was
unable to reach prospectively for an enumerated defense of functionality against
Littlefuse's incontestable trademarks.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n105);.FTNT n105
Instead, the court relied on the public policy arguments underlying the Patent Clause and
the Lanham Act.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n106);.FTNT n106
The Pudenz court succinctly summarized that the functionality doctrine
was established before the enactment of the Lanham Act, and the Act did not repeal
it. Against this backdrop, we do not read the incontest-ability provisions of the Lanham
Act as eliminating the functionality defense. The enactment of the Trademark Law Treaty
Implementation Act by Congress only strengthens this
reading.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n107);.FTNT n107
The Eleventh Circuit held in Pudenz that "a trademark registration that has achieved
incontestable status under 15 U.S.C. $ S 1065 is still subject to attack based on
functionality."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n108);.FTNT n108 The court further
clarified that the "functionality doctrine is an important judicially created concept that
was not abrogated by the enactment of the incontestability provisions of the Lanham
Act."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n109);.FTNT n109
Judge Niemeyer, dissenting in Shakespeare, opined that "the doctrine of functionality
is an extra-statutory doctrine, neither defined nor limited by the express provisions of the
Lanham Trademark Act, which denies a perpetual monopoly of that which is
functional."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n110);.FTNT n110 Since the Act did not
define or limit the application of the doctrine, the majority in Shakespeare, unlike
Pudenz, failed by treating functionality as just that: merely an extra-statutory doctrine
applicable at the discretion of the decisionmaker. Judge Niemeyer's dissent further
argued:
The doctrine of functionality, which goes to the question of whether an enforceable
trademark ever existed, was never rejected by the Lan- ham Act. On the contrary, it is

tacitly embraced, and every court that has considered the doctrine has so assumed. To
conclude otherwise would imply that Congress intended to alter the underlying
constitutional policies of restricting monopolies on function to promote copying and
competition.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n111);.FTNT n111
Essentially, Pudenz asserted that without a functionality defense, upholding a
trademark with functional features because of the mark's incontestable status would
amount to an unconstitutional extension of the patent
clause.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n112);.FTNT n112 This article suggests that
holding otherwise would have pillaged the foundational cornerstone upon which patent
law has stood in the spirit and name of innovation. After all, innovation is reaped out of
the rights of all citizens to one day use and improve upon the functional ideas of their
fellow countrymen in the name of competitive beneficence to society. This prevents a
functional trademark from attaining perpetual life, where patent law only allows an
exclusive utilitarian monopoly for the present limited duration of twenty
years.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n113);.FTNT n113
IV. PRACTICE: THE FUNCTIONALITY DEFENSE TO INCONTESTABLE
TRADEMARKS BEFORE AND AFTER THE TLT ACT ENACTMENT
A. TLT Act Enumerates Functionality Defense to Incontestable Marks
For intellectual property practitioners, the technical corrections made by the TLT Act
have constructed a beacon where once treacherous seas blurred the dichotomy between
trademark and patent law.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n114);.FTNT n114 A signal
light now shines in the form of express statutory law granting both defense and
cancellation measures against functional incontestable
marks.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n115);.FTNT n115
In his treatise, Professor McCarthy discusses the TLT Act's technical corrections to
the Lanham Act.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n116);.FTNT n116 McCarthy's analysis
summarizes the functionality revisions to the Lanham Act and compares them to the
contrasting decision in Shakespeare on functional incontest-able
trademarks.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n117);.FTNT n117 McCarthy specifically
notes that prior to the statutory addition of the functionality defense, granting
incontestable trademark protection to a functional shape effectively granted a patent- like
right to exclude others from access for an unlimited
duration.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n118);.FTNT n118 This was in direct violation
of the "limited times" restriction enumerated in the United States
Constitution.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n119);.FTNT n119 With the TLT Act
corrections now in effect, any incontestable trademark registration on primarily
functional features, may now be defended against or cancelled under the Lanham Act, so
long as civil litigation on the mark is commenced on or after October 30,
1998.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n120);.FTNT n120
B. Pudenz: Precedent Providing Pre-TLT Act Functionality Defense

The trial court in Pudenz, as well as the Eleventh Circuit on re-view, reasoned that
functional incontestable trademarks were subject to the functionality doctrine, even
without an express defense in 15 U.S.C.
$ S 1115(b).40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n121);.FTNT n121 Appellant Littlefuse
argued for a strict, literal interpreta-tion of the Lanham Act, eve n in light of looming
legislation to the contrary.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n122);.FTNT n122 However,
the court refused this narrow construction and ruled that the functionality doctrine applied
within the statute, even in a case commenced before the TLT Act
enactment.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n123);.FTNT n123
As educated minds often disagree on difficult issues, an argument may still exist that
the majority in Shakespeare arrived at the proper decision notwithstanding passage of the
TLT Act. As difficult as it may have been for the Eleventh Circuit to stray from prior
caselaw, strong legal precedents now exist in the pre- TLT Act caselaw to counter
Shakespeare. Today, even civil cases deciding the fate of functional incontestable
trademarks may be defe nded against, and arguably cancelled, based on the holding in
Pudenz.
V. VALUING THE LABEL OF INCONTESTABILITY: AN ARGUMENT FOR
"CONCLUSIVE" CHANGE
A. Is an Incontestable Trademark Registration Ever REALLY Incontestable?
Historically, the incontestability provisions, similar to those within the British Act,
were intended to permit "most registrations to ripen into something more substantial than
a mere claim."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n124);.FTNT n124 "One of the most
important features of the Lanham Act [however misleading] was the creation of some
form of conclusive presumption of validity."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n125);.FTNT
n125 This conclusive presumption was to result in predictable rights in mature
registrations.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n126);.FTNT n126 However, the addition
of yet another defense to trademark incontestability naturally raises the issue of whether
any more defenses may be asserted without completely erasing that which is said to be
incontestable.
It is still not clear what additional benefit an incontestable trade- mark actually serves
beyond that of a prima facie valid mark obtained merely by registration on the principal
register. An argument exists that civil cases litigating the validity of an incontestable
mark, if commenced prior to the TLT Act enactment, could possibly sidestep the
functionality scrutiny by following the majority opinion in Shakespeare. Notwithstanding
this argument, there is relatively little difference between a mark registered on the
principal register and one of incontestable
status.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n127);.FTNT n127 Essentially, a mark registered
on the principal register merely lacks the five- year use requirement of incontestable
marks and a few other statutory formalities enumerated within $ S 15 of the Lanham
Act.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n128);.FTNT n128
In his treatise, Professor McCarthy identifies the few key benefits bestowed on the
holder of an incontestable trademark registration, noting:

Two important challenges to the validity of a mark are definitely cut off by the status
of an incontestable registration: (1) that the mark is not inherently distinctive and lacks
secondary meaning; and (2) that the mark is not owned by the registrant because it is
inferior in prio rity to defendant's previously used mark. In addition, incontest-able status
forecloses a challenge that registrant is not the owner of the mark, allegedly having
conveyed it as security to another.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n129);.FTNT n129
However, after five years of use, the burden of proving that sec-ondary meaning has
attached is easily satisfied by most trademark owners, limiting the perceived benefit
(notwithstanding cutting off the rare legitimate or frivolous claim). Furthermore, the
second benefit, relating to the issue of priority, is even narrower in scope since "prior use
may be available as a statutory defense as to a limited territory, depending on the
facts."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n130);.FTNT n130 Finally, the third benefit
revolves solely around the exemplary issue of whether ownership is renounced when an
incontestable mark is conveyed as a
security.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n131);.FTNT n131
Arguably, the most significant advantage of obtaining incontest-ability is that the
related presumption of validity has the potential to remove an otherwise easily filed
dispute from the Patent and Trademark Office to a local district
court.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n132);.FTNT n132 In court, the conclusive
evidentiary status of an incontestable registration has the advantage of elevating the
rebuttable presumption above that granted a prima facie presumptively valid
registration.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n133);.FTNT n133 However, that which is
conclusive may readily be proven otherwise, since the defenses to which an incontestable
mark is immune are indeed limited.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n134);.FTNT n134
With as many as twenty-one possible exceptions to the rule, Pro- fessor McCarthy
devoted a section of his treatise to this subject, artfully and truthfully entitled in part,
"incontestability is a 'swiss cheese' rule."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n135);.FTNT
n135 As previously noted, benefits do exist and serve to separate incontestable
(conclusive) registrations from marks merely registered on the principal
register.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n136);.FTNT n136 However, the extensive
limitations on incontestable registrations do not warrant the pedestallike nomenclature
that was legislatively awarded such marks over fifty years ago.
Unlike the attempt by courts to define
functionality,40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n137);.FTNT n137 nowhere in the case or
statutory law is the plain meaning of the term incontestability identified. Black's Law
Dictionary has but one reference to incontestability which applies to insurance policies,
not trademarks.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n138);.FTNT n138 The insurance
definition readily accommodates the notion of granting rights where none may have
existed, unlike the true meaning of incontestability as used in the Lanham
Act.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n139);.FTNT n139 The plain meaning of
incontestable in a non- legal dictionary, hardly consistent with the application of the term
applied in trademark law, defines incontestable as "not contestable:
INDISPUTABLE."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n140);.FTNT n140 Far more fitting

for trademark purposes, though completely abolishing the implication of a higher status,
is the converse of incontestable: contestable.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n141);.FTNT
n141
Irrespective of what the original drafters of the Lanham Act honestly meant to
establish by identifying certain marks as incontestable, the nomenclature today operates
as a misnomer. The revisions that have been made since the Lanham Act was enacted in
1946 ha ve only further removed incontestably registered marks from the true meaning of
incontestable.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n142);.FTNT n142 "Use of the term
'incontestable' in the Lanham Act is an historical
anomaly."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n143);.FTNT n143 Therefore, it must be a
particular source of confusion for the average owner of an incontestably registered
trademark once the status of such a mark is contested in litigation.
The dichotomy between trademarks merely registered on the principal register and
those attaining incontestable status centers on the evidentiary validity of the mark as
prima facie in the former and conclusive in the
latter.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n144);.FTNT n144 However, the separation
between these evidentiary status values is narrow at best, as noted by the limited
defensive exceptions to trademarks bearing the purported incontestable
status.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n145);.FTNT n145 Where nearly the same defense
and cancellation weapons can attack both prima facie registered marks and incontestably
registered marks with a few minor exceptions, it hardly seems fitting that the latter,
almost solely by passage of time, rises to a status of such a misleading evidentiary
reference as incontestable.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n146);.FTNT n146
B. Future Lanham Act Revision: Replace "Incontestable" with "Conclusive"
This section suggests there is a need for yet another revision of the Lanham Act.
Even if the few foreclosed challenges under the incontestability provisions are worthy of
their keep, the term incontestability remains an unjustifiable misnomer. This reasoning
follows the historical transgression of the incontestability provisions.
As it appeared in early versions of the Act, the designation had a reasonable degree
of accuracy, for in such versions the right afforded the registrant was what the term
implies: freedom from all defenses of infringers. But in the long legislative passage
through Congress, various restrictions on and exceptions to the right of "incontestability"
were progressively added. The rights were diluted and changed but the label of
"incontestability" was not. The consequence was that by the time the Lanham Act was
enacted into law, the designation "incontestability" applied to a limited and restricted
concept which cuts off some possible challenges to validity of a mark, but leaves the rest
untouched.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n147);.FTNT n147
One plausible argument stands for ending potential litigation of incontestable marks
by completely removing the provision and related references from the Act. This would
simply leave all trademarks, having passed the scrutiny of the Patent and Trademark
Office and viewers of the Official Gazette, as prima facie valid. Thus, once listed upon

the principal register, all marks would be subject to a single set of defense and
cancellation provisions.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n148);.FTNT n148
Another more justifiable correction than completely obliterating the incontestability
provisions, would be simply removing or rephrasing all incontestability references in the
Lanham Act. For example, a title revision for $ S
1540_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n149);.FTNT n149 would grant clarity by simply
striking "Incontestability of" and amending the title to read instead, "Right to use mark
under certain conditions."40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n150);.FTNT n150 However,
this would leave the provision essentially nameless and without a status reference
enumerated.
The most ideal correction is to insert "Conclusive" before "Right to Use Mark Under
Certain Conditions", yielding the title: "Conclusive Right to Use Mark Under Certain
Conditions." This measure would lend even greater clarification by indicating the
evidentiary status of the trademark. Furthermore, this approach meshes well with other
Lanham Act provisions since marks less than five years old on the principal register are
often referenced by their evidentiary status as prima facie
marks.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n151);.FTNT n151
Although the term conclusive may provide no greater definitional strength to the
status it protects,40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n152);.FTNT n152 at least it is
premised on the evidentiary nature for which the mark
represents.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n153);.FTNT n153 Therefore, the author
advocates that all references to incontestable be replaced with the word conclusive, to
most appropriately identify that which has been attained by the owner of the registration:
conclusive evidence of validity.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n154);.FTNT n154 These
amendments would grant the intellectual property community, as well as the general
public, a nomenclature simply and concisely denoting the two-class evidentiary status of
trademarks listed on the principal register as either: 1) prima facie; or 2) conclusive.
VI. CONCLUSION
Following five years on the principal register, $ S 15 of the Lanham
Act40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n155);.FTNT n155 grants continued trademark
protection to properly registered marks under a heightened status, referred to as
incontestability.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n156);.FTNT n156 However, the
functionality doctrine, which allows protection of only non- functional shapes,
configurations, or color schemes exists within the trademark
law.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n157);.FTNT n157 Historically, this doctrine was
created to reconcile trademark law with patent law such that wholly functional features
could only be protected for a limited duration through the patent
laws.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n158);.FTNT n158
Functionality exists if the design or color is so superior to avail- able alternatives that
competition would be hindered by giving the first user exclusive
rights.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n159);.FTNT n159 Therefore, functional features
are only to be protected through patent law since, upon expiration of a patent, the
utilitarian features enter the public domain.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n160);.FTNT
n160 However, until recently, first users of functional features were able to attain

exclusive rights indefinitely through incontestable
trademarks.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n161);.FTNT n161
Fortunately, the 1998 enactment of the TLT Act brought about corrections to
specifically prevent future protection of functional features through trademark
law.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n162);.FTNT n162 The TLT Act revisions
profoundly reinstated the critical balance between patent and trademark law by expressly
adding functionality as a grounds for defense against infringement and cancellation of
incontestable trademark registrations for wholly functional
features.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n163);.FTNT n163
The Eleventh Circuit's pre-TLT Act decision in Pudenz also provided resounding
precedent by holding that the functionality doctrine was a defense to the infringement of
functional incontestable marks, even without the revised statutory
language.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n164);.FTNT n164 Pudenz's split from the
Fourth Circuit's decision in Shakespeare40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n165);.FTNT
n165 has reduced the taint of the latter case upon the patent clause of the U.S.
Constitution. The Pudenz court faced challenging issues surrounding the narrow cusp
between trademark and patent law, and yielded to the
latter.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n166);.FTNT n166 Ultimately, the crucial
Constitutional province of protecting functional features for only a limited time was
upheld in the pre-TLT Act decision, despite the lack of an enumerated defense to rely on
within the Lanham Act.40_IDEA_473)_and_footnotes(n167);.FTNT n167
The logical remaining question is whether there are any more defenses which can be
promulgated in order to strip away even further the notion of an "incontestable
trademark." Although there are certain limited rights associated with earning the status,
incontestability is nevertheless a misleading term. Hence, there exists valid reasoning for
the next revision of the Lanham Act to replace all reference to incontestable terminology
with the appropriate evidentiary label conclusive. This would simplify the nomenclature
to concisely denote the two-class evidentiary status of trademarks listed on the principal
register as either: 1) prima facie; or 2) conclusive.
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